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February 8 meeting — in groups
Groups explored iPhoto Books in more depth, following a fascinating
presentation by Rhonda Whitton. She explained how she used apps on
her iPad while on holiday. Many positive comments about iPhoto
books were heard at the end, and we hope more and more members
will give this very satisfying form of self publishing a go. Remember
you don’t have to start with a photo book, why not try some cards or a
a calendar to get the hang of the process.

March 8 meeting— hardware and maintenance
Maintenance and backup are things everyone should be doing.
Ben Russell from ispeakIT will be our guest speaker for this important
topic. Groups will follow this up at the April meeting.
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From the President...
At the February meeting we introduced a
change to the availability of refreshments - only
at the break and members were asked to make
sure all cups were returned to the kitchen
before moving to their groups. This worked
well as it meant the meeting could begin on
time and those in the kitchen were able to join
their group and not miss out on the discussion.
We will continue with this procedure.
Prior to the March Committee meeting the Planning group will meet to
discuss activities for the rest of the year. This will be published in the
newsletter and on the website.

Margaret Evans

ANNUAL BMUG SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 2011
Subscriptions for the current year fell due on 1st January and to the end
of February 65% of members have paid their dues. Could I remind the
other 35% to make their payments as soon as possible.
For your information the following rates apply:Full membership..................................$50
Remote membership...........................$25
Couples.................................................$80
Payment can be made at the next meeting, by mail to the Treasurer at
PO Box 8034, Newtown 3220 or through PayPal. PayPal is an easy and
secure way to pay your subscription and can be arranged through the
BMUG web site.
www.bellarine.org.au/membership.html

Jim Strachan, Treasurer
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Breaking news — the iPad 2 will be
available in Australia from March 25...

The new iPad will be faster, thinner, lighter and all
for the same price!
It will still run for 10 hours on a charge, and further, it will, like mobile
phones, have 2 video cameras, enabling it to be used for HD video chats
with your friends and family. Like all other Macs, it will run PhotoBooth,
a great app for taking daggy pics of unsuspecting visitors.
The new ipad will be faster because of the new dual-core A5 chip,
enabling graphics and movies (which are already great) to be even

Storage capacities — the standard 16, 32 and 64 GB have not changed
from the original model.
For business users, consultants, and
those of us who use our iPad as a mobile
photo album, there is really exciting
news, that an inexpensive digital AV
adapter will enable you to connect to a
TV or monitor for presentations.
Anything you can see on your iPad
screen can now be mirrored to a big

better.
Every iPad needs a sleeve of some sort to protect the

screen.

screen. Now, Apple has introduced a neat folding unit
which attaches with tiny magnets. Removing the smart

The iPad is here to stay, a smart computer that older people can master

cover wakes the iPad up, making it ready to go, closing
it puts the iPad to sleep. The cover also folds in several
clever ways to act as a stand.

very quickly as there are no windows; no hassles about backing up; and
it’s all driven by an effortless, intuitive touch interface.

Watch the Apple introduction to the iPad 2...
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Dear Aunty Mac, we need to talk about
backup
Dear Aunty Mac,
This is the very topic I need help on. I wish I was able to get to meetings
and listen to everybody’s suggestions. My situation is that I have never
been able to successfully set up a back up – that is one that I know has
worked and is there ready if needed.
I now have a Netgear Stora, even an extra hard drive to have 2 backups.
But I can’t get it working. Will the newsletter have a summary of what is
discussed?

Regards, Pam in country Heywood
Dear Pam,
let’s see what other members have to say on this subject, and then we’ll answer
your question

Aunty Mac
Dear Aunty Mac,
I had, for a couple of months, used this Mac for video editing but then
had occasion to use iPhoto and found to my surprise it was no longer in
the applications folder and had disappeared from the dock! I dug out
the applications disc which came with the Mac and reinstalled iPhoto
and found that instead of version '09 it had only version '08. The disc
was dated May 2010.
Apple offered to send an up to date replacement disc but as I was a bit
impatient I turned to Time Machine and had to go back two months
before I found iPhoto, it had been missing since November. It was a
simple task to recover the application and reinstall it and it was all
operational a few days before the replacement disc arrived. Apple could
offer no explanation as to how iPhoto had disappeared and I suppose it
must have been something I had done.

Geoff Thomas

Dear Aunty Mac, here's my tale of woe,
About a couple of years ago I tried to remove Norton Symantec antivirus software from my iMac by dragging the Norton folder from the
Applications to the Trash. Unfortunately this didn't remove every
connected folder. Norton was a startup item, and the rogue, tiny bit of
software tried to start, but because the major part of the software had
been trashed, it could not complete it's task and produced the dreaded
spinning beachball. This effectively blocked the computer starting.
After a chat with CompNow we connected my laptop to the iMac and
were able to get at the iMac hard drive via an ethernet cable. I never
found the bit of Norton that was causing the problem. Eventually I
decided to completely wipe the hard drive, re-install the operating
system and re-install all my Home Folder and applications. I could only
consider doing this because I had a completely up to date backup so I
lost non of my pictures, applications or documents. This episode points
up two things, (1) the value of a backup system that is current and (2) to
use the software uninstaller if one comes with the programme and if not
find one to download from the internet. This will perform the
uninstalling and hopefully remove every connected piece of the
programme however tiny!

Dick
Dear Aunty Mac, my horror story goes like this,
Well, I didn't understand how Time Machine worked and that a back up
hard drive was needed. Also being a long time Mac user, without any
dramas, crashes or losses, I was oblivious to how bad it could be.
I had a hard drive crash and lost about 9 months of book keeping, and
project files. Whilst I'd occasionally backed up important files to a DVD,
I hadn't backed up the hard drive properly. Some data was able to be
recovered, much wasn't. It took me about six months to rebuild files
(although not all), and generally recover from one single little incident.
Not good, but a great lesson!

Tufan Chakir
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Dear Aunty mac, back up is essential!

Dear Aunty Mac

My daughter and her husband are one-eyed Mac users. Both have their
own login to use their iMac which is just 5 years old. Just after

Time Machine certainly came in handy when...

Christmas the hard drive crashed. They were able to have a new hard

I accidentally deleted Les's whole iPhoto library while trying to fix a

drive installed — latest model and faster than the original one. They
were assured that all their work etc could be retrieved and installed on

problem for her!!

Marnie

to the new hard drive.
Dear Aunty Mac,
My son-in-law was lucky. All his school work etc came back without a
hitch. My daughter was not so lucky. Nothing of her 7 years University
course, thesis, patient profiles could be retrieved. Thankfully, she had

Just back from a short trip away and.......My daughter had been on my
computer and I discovered that somehow the "iphoto icon" had
completely disappeared from the dock AND also my Applications!!

always backed up everything she did to an external drive, memory
sticks, work computer and CDs. All could be replaced, though it took

Horror!! No sign of my thousands of photos anywhere to be seen or
found. Applications only showed the "iphoto" name with a blank icon

time to organise and put in order. Imagine what it would have been like

which couldn't be retrieved despite various methods.

if there was no back up procedure?

Margaret Evans

Backup!!

Dear Aunty Mac,

I ran the Time Machine back to an earlier backup date, found the icon

I bought a new iMac, which had so many parts replaced and thankfully I
had backed up everything, because the hard drive failed.

for "iPhoto" and set about having it re-assigned to the Applications
Folder......It worked!!! I was one very thankful lady, I can assure you! I
down-loaded the new pics and then did another backup afterwards also.

Apple replaced my iMac and I was able to restore all my data from the
external hard drive backup. I had the new iMac less than a month when
the hard drive failed and had to be replaced. Thanks to time Machine
and my external hard drive backup my data was safe and I was able to

So that's my story re the massive importance of doing backups
regularly......and my daughter lives another day!

Colleen Remyn

restore everything. Backup is essential. I am now anxious incase my
external hard drive fails.

Lorraine McKenzie
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So that’s what members say...
It’s heartening to get such positive accounts of how
Time Machine and other backups came in handy.
Originally, when BMUG began really emphasising this
vital topic, we heard two or three accounts a year of
people who had lost everything, and I mean EVERYTHING!
We didn’t get any of those letters this time, though I suspect that if a
member had been dumb enough to lose all their stuff and have no
backup, they might not relish seeing an account of their folly in the club
newsletter.
Now let’s get down to basics...

Backup basics
Many reviewers say that Time Machine, Apple’s automated
backup system, which comes as part of the operating system, is
one of the best features of the software.
So let us assume that we have connected and formatted our
external hard drive, which should be as big as we can afford, to
allow for all your photos and music. It’s hardly worth buying an
external drive smaller that 500 GB or 1TB. Now let’s set Time
Machine to work automatically from now on.
A right click (control-click) on the Time Machine icon in
the Dock enables us to bring up Time Machine
Preferences:
Now you can nominate
your hard drive by
clicking ‘Change Disk’ and
confirming your choice. Finally we
right click the Time Machine Dock
icon again, and click ‘Back Up
Now’.

The initial backup will take some time, probably some hours, but
from now on, Time Machine will quickly and unobtrusively make
hourly, daily, and weekly backups by comparing your computer’s
hard disk to the information on the external hard disk, and
copying over modified or new files. A full backup can easily
involve copying half a million files!
You can even disconnect the hard drive. When you re-connect,
Time Machine will just get back into its routine of backing up. In
time, it’s possible that your external drive may begin to fill up.
This is not a problem, as Time Machine will delete older backups
to make room for the new ones.
This won’t be the last word on backup, by the way, stand by for
breaking news from Apple that may make cloud backup
affordable and easy. Should that happen, we would be mad not to
take advantage of the security. We won’t be using it instead of
external hard drive backup, but rather as further insurance for our
precious data.
Tip: you may be anxious about leaving your external hard drive
running for long periods of time. This is actually not a problem,
as the machine goes to sleep, just like your computer, and it uses
very little power.
Should you wish to turn it off, or disconnect it, you should first
dismount the hard drive icon by dragging it to the trash, just as
you do with your digital camera icon or your iPod icon. The hard
disk will automatically remount next time you connect it and
turn it on, and Time Machine will find it.
Really important tip: one backup is a million times better than
none, but a second backup is even greater insurance. Prudent
people swap external drives weekly, and keep the idle one away
from the house, say in the garage or at a neighbour’s for safe
keeping.
Steve Craddock
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Michael Farrow’s wonderful action shot from Dunedin

Dear Aunty Mac,
I'm not sure if this should be a help request for our Newsletter...
I am going to buy a MacBook Pro. Do any members use Windows on a
Mac ?
Do people recommend using Bootcamp or Parallels Desktop 6 for Mac?
Apparently Parallels includes Kaspersky Internet Security 2011 for
Windows, and Kaspersky Anti-Virus for Mac.
Is this a problem?
Over the years I have used Legacy or Roots Magic genealogy software
on a PC, which do everything I need, including creating a CD or DVD,
but they not compatible with a Mac computer. I have Reunion 9 on my
Mac but unfortunately it won't create CDs or DVDs, according to their
technicians.
I would really appreciate some advice from any members who are into
genealogy. It is not by choice that I would put Windows on the
MacBook Pro. I won't put windows on my iMac.
Many thanks to anyone who can help.
Kind Regards

Lorraine McKenzie
Can anyone advise Lorraine?
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Is Apple becoming too big for their boots
— the tyranny of the Apple ID...
For years, Apple was marketed as the struggling computer underdog,
the small company with the customer focus that turned out technically
brilliant equipment for you and me — a discerning minority. They even
came close to bankruptcy in 1997. But now, following the huge success of
the iMac, the iPhone and the iPad, Apple is an extremely wealthy and
powerful corporation and their future dominance seems assured. So let’s
have a look at how that dominance is playing out for Mac users.
Now you might think that, once you’ve bought your iPhone, iPad, or
Mac, it belongs to you and you have complete autonomy over what you
choose to do with it. Not so!

an email address, a credit card, and a password. We’ve established it to
do any one of several really good things that most of us want to do:
— buy music from the iTunes store;
— buy software or hardware from Apple online or the App Store; or
— publish cards, calendars, or photo books with iPhoto.
But not everyone in BMUG has, and I’m sure they don’t realise that
without establishing this account, their shiny new toy can only be used
for emailing and Safari browsing. All the other wonderful opportunities
are unavailable without an Apple account.

Newspaper and magazine subscriptions
Right from the launch, the iPad was sold as, among other things, an

Increasingly, that is not the case, and murmurs of discontent are growing
as people realise that Apple wants to control, and above all profit from,
all your activities with your gear.
One of the ways they are exerting
that control is by increasingly
restricting the activities of any
purchaser who has not
established an Apple ID and
credit card account.
An iPad, for example, will do very little straight out of the box. You
need to download apps to get started in reading books and magazines,
checking the weather radar, to watch YouTube videos, and thousands of
other possible tasks. No problem, you might think, so let’s start by
downloading some of the thousands of free ones from the store — but
hang on — you can’t even do that without an Apple account. Personally,
I think this is quite unnecessary, that it’s an unreasonable restraint on the
consumer, but that’s the way it is.

Now fortunately, many of us already have an Apple account linked with

excellent e-book reader. That it undoubtedly is, and in our household
we have been reading more and more in this very convenient form. But
there is a catch...
We can buy or download free books effortlessly, and instantaneously,
but we still don’t have a proper working subscription system for
newspapers and magazines. This is one year after the iPad went on sale.
And the reason? Rather than seeing that easy, cheap subscriptions
would cause more and more consumers to buy their product, Apple has
taken the view that they will rigorously control subscriptions,
demanding, among other things, an incredible 30% cut from publishers.
Needless to say, publishers have not surrendered, and we, the readers,
have lost out.
When this power struggle ends up in the courts, we will have to wait
even longer for the iPad to become what it potentially could, and that
will be a great pity. We can only hope that eventually there will be
someone at Apple who considers consumers as well as profits, who sees
that too much bossiness and greed is a big, big turn-off.

Steve Craddock
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BMUG in Japan?
One of the great things about groups such as BMUG is that they extend
opportunities to meet new friends and share experiences.
We are fortunate to be travelling to Japan in mid-June for two weeks.
We've been once before, but that was partly work related.
We have no plans, as yet, no commitments —
apart from an arrival date! So far the thoughts
we've had include (maybe) an overnight camp on
Mt Fuji, staying somewhere rural, and definitely
an Onsen or two. Our style is more Ryokan
(traditional guest house) than hotel.
Just wondering if any BMUGGERS have
suggestions, "must see" or ideas they might like
to share.
Also, if anyone speaks or knows a Japanese
speaker who might be interested in improving my five word vocabulary
I'd be very keen to hear.
So if anyone has any suggestions/inspirations I'd love to hear.

Tufan Chakir, 5277 3028

High drama from Neil Hickman

A different viewpoint on Apple acc

with the advent of the App Store,

ounts

people can more and
more go to one centralised place to
get the software
they need, making life easier for man
y. Yes, they will
need an account and password and
probably a credit
card or PayPal but there are few if
any online vendors
that ask for anything less these day
s,

Don Patrick
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TOP TIP — how to customise your stickies:

Change the colour of a sticky note:

This Application allows you to put small visual Sticky notes all over

Select “Colour” on the menu bar, then select your new colour.

your screen, similar to sticking actual notes around the edge of your
Monitor, or on your desk. You will find the Stickies application in your
Applications Folder.
When you first open Stickies, a blank yellow Sticky will

Arrange the stickies on your screen:
You can arrange the way your stickies appear on the screen by selecting
“Window” on the menu bar. Then select one of four options: “Colour”,
“Content”, “Date”, or “Location”.

open with a darker yellow header bar. There are two
shapes in the header bar, a faint square in the left hand
end which closes the note and a faint triangle in the right
hand end which repositions the note to the lower left
hand corner of the screen.

Turning stickies into Lists:
You can turn a Sticky note into a list by highlighting the text in the note,
then pressing “Option” and “Tab” keys to create a bullet list.

Double clicking in the middle of the header bar

Floating sticky note:

minimises the note and reduces it to the header bar and
a Title.

The floating window stops highlighted Stickies from being relegated to
the background when you activate another window.

A minimised note shows an additional triangle shape in the header bar
on the inside of the previous triangle. This new triangle, when clicked,
restores the note to its original size, as does double-clicking in the

Select “Note” on the menu bar then select “Floating Window”. This
gives a visible Sticky and you can make it less obtrusive by also
activating the “Translucent Window” option.

middle of the header bar.

Sticky note Information:
The software contains many features which can be set to your own
preference.

By hovering your mouse cursor over a note for a short period of time

Text:

Closing out of stickies:

For example, you can change fonts, size, colour etc, by using the Font

Once you have finished placing content into a Sticky, the cursor will
continue to blink in the Sticky, until you click outside the area of that

dialog box (Press Command-T). You can also drag a graphic image from
anywhere on your Mac and drop it into a Sticky note. A note can hold
many pages of text and graphics. You will not see any scroll bars, but,
you can drag the mouse through the text to scroll it, or use the arrow
keys and Page Up or Page Down keys. You can resize a Sticky note the

you will get information as to when it was created or modified.

particular note. You can then quit Stickies by clicking on “Stickies” at the
top left of the Tool bar. Next time you click on the Stickies icon in the
Dock, or in Applications, all your Sticky notes will re appear in the
format which you previously selected.

same as you would any other window, just drag the bottom right corner.
If you prefer all your notes to use a certain Font, size and colour - you
can set up one Sticky note the way you would like to view it and then
select “Note”, “Use as Default”, and all new notes will use those
specifications.
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Saving or deleting a sticky:

TOP TIP MacBook internet tethering

There is no save button provided for stickies. You can however close the
note by clicking in the left hand corner and save it to any location you
choose. When you use this procedure, your Sticky will longer appear
with your other Stickies.
Alternatively you can choose to delete the Sticky.

Peter Baldwin

Review — Bluetooth keyboard
and iPad case
We live in an age of gadgetry and new iPad accessories
are always appearing. Some are super useful, while
others languish in the bottom drawer...I should know,
I'm addicted to 'em.
While the regular Mac wireless keyboard can be used
on your iPad, I found it cumbersome because each
time I wanted to use it, it had to be unplugged and installed, then
reinstalled on my primary computer when I'd finished with it. I think we
all know how wireless keyboards are a tad touchy at times, so it was not
worth the trouble.
I saw this Bluetooth Keyboard for iPad recently on zazz.com.au and
leapt onto the site to buy it. It's simple to install and folds into a slim
professional looking case of 3cm. It has a silicone keyboard which is a
delight to use. However, the keys are smaller than what we are used to
but it is certainly much easier and feels more natural than using the
iPad's touch screen...especially as it is a full keyboard. The

Well you thought you had to have an iPad/3G, to go to remote places,
where wireless connection is simply not available. Not, so........read on
With the addition of an iPhone, preferably a 4, although a 3 will do, it's
too easy. About 30 seconds easy! Go to iPhone 'Settings/General/
internet tethering/On'.
Plug the iPhone into the USB port and the world is yours. Keep an eye
on usage being too frequent as you are consuming data as you surf the
net. Anyone with a reasonable download limit from Telstra/Optus/
Vodaphone should not have a problem.

Good luck, any issues call Ron Begg 0411 273 750

rechargable lithium battery is said to last 45hrs. I paid $58.95 plus $7.95
shipping. Zazz is a 'one item, one day' type business so it is not available
all the time, however, there are sure to be similar products on the
internet or eBay.

Rhonda Whitton
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BMUG members’ marketplace
Wanted, used iMac.
I have a friend in Portarlington, not a BMUG member
but a fellow traveller, whose iMac has just passed the
point of no return. Fortunately it wasn't the Hard
Drive so all her files are safe.
Is there anyone who wishes to sell an iMac? An intel
model would be good but a Power PC would also fit
the bill.

Thanks, Dick Brown

Wanted, Apple 2 power supply
Is there a member out there who still has one at the
back of the cupboard? BMUG has received a request
from an individual who wishes to purchase this item.
Please contact junebrown@bellarinemac.org.au if you
are in a position to make a sale.

Three more great shots — Port Douglas by Lorraine McKenzie, Sydney
Harbour by Margaret Boyles,
and Singapore harbour from Marnie Haig-Muir
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BMUG Assist program

BMUG manuals — mail order manuals

This program will attempt to resolve urgent Mac problems which can

In addition to selling manuals over the counter at our

not wait till the Help Desk is available at a club meeting. Jürgen will be

meetings, we sell them by mail order from the BMUG

available to take your call on 5255 4517 to help if he can or to give you
advice about who can.

website. And it’s so easy! You pay by PayPal, and
purchasers in Australia can have any 3 for $20,
including postage and packing, while international
readers can get two for $20.

HelpDesk

Do us a favour, and mention this service to your

This valuable part of our program operates at every
meeting. Please book in advance by email — this gives

friends, wherever they might live.

David and the volunteers time to research your issue in
advance.

As always, it helps if you order manuals by email to pick
up at the meeting, so we know how many to print and bind.

Help for remote members

A link to email David with manual orders is provided at left...

Editor

Obviously, BMUG can’t assist you with BMUG Assist, and
you won’t be arriving at the HelpDesk, but never fear, we
are able to help, in some ways.

Steve’s iPad group

For non-urgent matters, why not write an enquiry to

Email David...

Aunty Mac? She and the helper elves can usually provide a
solid answer. Often, we can put you in touch with another

Following Xmas, our numbers, not surprisingly, have grown further.
Drop me a line if you’d like to join our informal group and share tips
and news.

remote member in your part of the world — two heads are

Make a
HelpDesk
booking...

better than one, as we found out when our Healesville
remote members got together to help each other very

Today’s news of the iPad 2 means there are bargains to be had as the last

successfully earlier this year. Further, some remote

in your iPad, they will be great buys. Wonder how long it will be before
the first iPad goes up for sale in this newsletter?

members may be close enough to use BMUG Assist, so
don’t hesitate take advantage of our service.

of the original models are sold. If you don’t care about having a camera

Steve Craddock

And finally, in extremis, when you’ve done all your

Email Steve...

homework by Google searching and reading up about
troubleshooting on the BMUG website, email the editor,
and we’ll see what help can be provided by email.
Editor
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